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1. Introduction

Let H be a real Hilbert space. We consider the initial value problem

(E) + Au(t) + G(u)(t) 3 /(f), 0 < i < oo,

u(0) =

where A is a maximal monotone (possibly multivalued) operator de
fined on a subset D(A) contained x E f C £|oc([0, oo) : H) 
and G is a given mapping

(1.1) G : C([0, T]:瓦砂)一t ^([O, T]:目)，for all T > 0.

Problems of the type (E) have been considered by many authors 
(see [7, 13, 14, 고5]). Crandall and Nohel [7] obtained the existence 
result of solutions of (E) in connection with the study of a related 
nonlinear Volterra equation. Recently, Aizicovici [1] investigated nice 
asymptotic results of solutions of (E), which are the natural analogs 
of the evolution case (i.e., G = 0). Mitidieri [14] studied the strong 
convergence of s시utions of (E). In particular, by using the properties of 
almost nonexpansive curve which was introduced by Djafari Rouhani 
[8], Jung, Park and Kang [12] established the weak convergences of 
solutions of (E) and the Cesaro mean of solutions of (E).

The purpose of this paper is to study the strong convergence of 
the Cesaro mean of solutions of (E). Our study can be viewed as a 
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continuation of [12]. In Section 2, we describe the notations and contain 
some definitions and known results. Section 3 contains the asymptotic 
properties of almost odd nonexpansive curve. Finally, in Section 4, we 
give a main asymptotic result of the Cesaro mean of solutions of (E).

2. Preliminaries

Let IT be a real Hilbert space with inner product ( , ) and norm || ||. 
Let A be a maximal monotone (possibly multivalued) operator defined 
on subset D(A) C H. As usual, we will put [x,y] E A y E Ax. For 
background material concerning maximaljnonotone operators, see [3,

We will use — limor “ — " to indicate weak co교vergence in 
H. The symbol D denotes the closure of the set D. For a function 
u : [0,oo) —> we denote by u?w(iz(f)) the weak w-limit set of u, i.e.,

3也(収(Z)) = {yEH:y = w — limu(in), for some sequence tn 一스 oo}

and by cdcuw(u(t)) the closed convex hull of u;w(u(i)), respectively. Let 
u : [0,oo) —> /f be a bounded function. With the function u(t), we 
associate the functional

My) = limsup ||w(i) 一 y||2. 
t一>8

Then is a continuous, strictly convex function on H、satisfying (/>(y) —> 
oo as |g|| t oo, and therefore(/) has a unique minimum in H. The 
unique point c E H satisfying

©(c) = 1꾀프。(饥
yEH

is called the asymptotic center of u(t) and it is denoted by c = AC(u(f)). 
For 나lese facts, see [10].

Consider now the initial value problem (E), where G satisfies (1.1), 
x G D(A) and f G Ljoc([0, oo) : H). We recall the following definitions 
I 7].
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Definition 2.1. A strong solution of (E) on [0, oo) is a function 
u G 叫,;([0,8): H) A C([0,oo) : Z)(A)), satisfying u(0) = x and 
du{t}/dt + Au{t} + 9 /(/), a.e. on (0, oo).

Definition 2.2. A function u e C([0, oo) : D(A)) is said to be 
a generalized solution to equation (E) if the호e are sequence용 xn G 
P(A), fn € £|oc([0, oo) : H) and un G C([0,oo) : H) such that un 
is a strong solution of

S' + Aun + G(un) B /n5

U/i(0) =

xn —> x, /n —> y in L1([0,T] : H) and un u in C([0,T] : for
each 0 < T < oo.

The following existence result is well-known [1, 7].

Proposition 2.3. Let G satisfy (1.1) and assume that:
(i) There exists 7 € L)oc([0,00) : R) such that for every € 

C([0,oo)：r(A))?

一이I 乙8([财卜丑)成,

0 < 8 <t < OO.

(ii) For each T € (0, oo), there is ar : [0, oo) t [0,00) such that if 
u € C([0,T] : P(A)) is of bounded variation and ||씨|乙。。([0,幻&)M R) 
then

(2.2) var(G(u) : < 世厂(氏)(1 + var(u : [0,t])), 0 < t < 꼬

and
|0(幻(0+)|* 旳(砂

Then,
(a) For each x G Z>(A) and f € BVjOc([05 00) : problem (E) has 

a unique strong solution defined on [0,8).

(2 1) l|G(%) - G(u)|k，i([o,目:h) < L
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(b) For each x G D(A) and f G L|oc([0,oo) : H), problem (E) h成 a 
unique generalized solution defined on [0,oo).

3. Asymptotic behavior of curves in H

In this section, we study asymptotic behavior of almost odd nonex 
pansive curve.

Let u € C([0, oo) : H); in the sequel we refer to such u as a curve :l 
H. Let a(t) = (I/O Jo u(丁)We -begin with the following:

DEFINITION 3.1 [8]. The curve u(i) is almost nonexpansive (abbre 
viated ANEC) if for any r,-5, /x > 0,

||u(r + h)~ u(s + /i)||2 < ||t/(r) 一 u(s)||2 + e(r, s), 

where
lim e(r, s) = 0. r,s—*oo

DEFINITION 3.2. The curve u(f) is almost odd nonexpansive (aiv 
breviated AONEC), if curve u(i) is an ANEC and for any r, & h 0, 

||u(r + 7z) + u(s + /i)||2 < ||u(r) + u(s)||2 + e(r, s),

where
lim e(r, s) = 0. r,3—*oo

REMARK 3.3. (a) A nonexpansive curve {u(i)} that satisfies

|]«(r + 方)-u(5 + K)|| < ||u(r) 一 u(5)||
for any s, h> 0, is an ANEC.

(b) A bounded curve that satisfies

脸(r + h)~ u(s + 力)|| < ||u(r) - u(s川 + 勺(r, s) 

for any r, 3, /t > 0, where lim^s—8 力(厂,s) = 0, is an ANEC.

In our next results, we will use the following notation:

E(u(i)) = {q e H ： lim ||u(/) — g|| exists}.
t—*oo

Note that if E(u(t))丰 0, then curve {«(/)} is bounded.
We need the following lemmas, which are given in [8, 12].
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Lemma 3.4 [8]. Let {u(t)} be an ANEC. Then

3切("(t)) C £("(£))・

Lemma 3.5 [12]. Let {«(£)} be an ANEC in H. 꼬h知 the following 
are equivalent:

(i) w — lim—8 o(t) exists. .
(ii) E(u(t))丰 0. Moreover, if w — lims”。b(t) exists, then it is the 

asymptotic center of (u(i)).

THEOREM 3.6. Let {u(t)} be any curve in H. 꼬h此 the following 
are equivalent:

(i) (u(r),u(r + h)) —> a(/i) as r —> oo uniformly in h > 0 (we call 
this the property ()) ・*

(ii) {u(t)j is an AONEC.

Proof, (i)命(ii): We have ||u(t)||2 t a(0) as t —> oo and hence 
{ti(t)} is a bounded curve in H and for all e > 0 there exists I > 0 such 
that

I (u(r + 方),处(s + A)) 一 (u(r), u(5)) | < e

for all r, s > /, h > 0. Therefore by taking

e(r,3)= I ||w(r + h) — u(s + /z)||2 一 ||«(r) 一 u(5)||2 |
< I lh(r + MH2 + l"(s + /이|2 一 |g(r)||2 _ |g(s)||2 I

+ 이 (u(r + h), u(s + 方)) 一 (u(r), u(s)) |,

we get
lim supe(r, 3)< 2e, uniformly in > 0.
r,s—*oo

This implies that {«(<)} is an ANEC in since e > 0 was arbitrary. 
Similarly, from the equality

||u(r + h) + u(s + /i)||2 - ||u(r) + u(s)||2
=||u(r + 明2 + Ms + 7圳2 _ |]u(r)||2 _ |g(s)||2

+ 2((u(r + h), u(s + £)) - (u(r), u(s))), 
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it follows that Hu(r + h) + u(s + /i)||2 — ||u(r) + «(5)||2 -*  0 as r, 3 —> oo 
(uniformly in h > 0). Therefore (u(t)} is an AONEC in H.

(ii) n (i)： First we prove that it follows from (ii) that ||u(/)|| con
verges. Taking r = 3 and using the oddness, we get

쉬|u(r + A)||2 < 4||u(r)||2 + £i(r).

Hence for all r > 0,

limsup||u(s)||2 < ||u(r)||2 + 트牛).

S—+OO q
Thus

limsup ||u(5)j|2 < liminf ||M(r)||2,

which implies that ||u(i)|| converges. Now let us prove that (u(3), u(<s + 
A)) is Cauchy, uniformly in h >Q. In fact, we have for I <

||芻(/2 + k) ~~ u(fc)||2 < ||u(/i + Z) — «(이|2 + e(h + I, Z).

From this it follows that
2[(w(h + Z), u(Z)) 一 (u(A + fc), «(&))]

< IM方 + OH2 + 皿(이|2 - \\u(h + 幻||2 一 皿("|2 + €(h + Z, Z).

Similarly, from the inequality

|枷(力 + 幻 + a°)||2 < \\u(h + 7) + u(이|2 + €](力 + Z, Z),

it follows that
2[(u(7z + A:), u(%)) — + Z),«(/))]

< \\<h + OH2 + II叩)||2 - ||u(A + 幻||2 — II”(幻||2 + €1。+ I, I).

Therefore we have
2| (u(K + /),«(/)) — (u(h + 人;),"(幻)I

< II咐 + Oil2 + II"(이|2 - ||«(A + 幻俨 一 |g(咧2
7, k—>8

+ max(e(h + Z,+ Z, l))--------- > 0

uniformly in h >0 since ||u(t)|| converges, and this complete the proof.

As a immediate result, we have the following:
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Corollary 3.7. Let {u(i)} be any curve in H satisfying the prop
erty (*).  Then a(t) converges weakly to some p E where p is the as
ymptotic center of the curve {w(t)). Moreover we have p) —||p||2 
as f > oo.

Proof. By Theorem 3.6, {"(£)} is an AONEC, and hence it is an 
ANEC. And since ||u(f)|| is convergent, it is bounded. Then, since 
Hilbert space is reflexive, (a(f)} has a subnet (a(fn)} which converges 
weakly to some p € H. By Lemma 3.4, cuw(a(i)) C and so
p E E(u(t)). If there exists another subnet which converges
weakly to some q £ 난len we also have q E JS(u(i)). Hence the net

2(u(t), q-p) + ||p||2 - ||q[|2 = II 热)-p||2 一 |叫)-砰 2

has a limit as t —> 8, i.e., limf_>oo(u(t),5 — p) exists. Therefore (p,q — 
P)= /点 一 p), which implies ||p — ^||2 = 0, and hence p = q. Hence 
every weakly convergent subnet of a(f) converges weakly to p, and 
hence w 一 cr(t) = p； which is the asymptotic center of (u(t)}
by Lemma 3.5. Then, by Lemma 3.4, we also have p G £?(«(/)), and 
hence lim—8 ||^(t) — p||2 = 62 exists. But we have

(u(t)，p) = ；(l|u(圳2 + " _ 岫) -끼|2) 
£

1 —
L 式项°)+메2 - 的・ 
t—*8  厶

Thus lim/_>oo(u(t),p) exists, and since (a(t),p) —> ||p||2 as t —* oo, it 
follows that limt_oo(u(^),p) = ||p||2. This completes the proof.

Now we denote the several notations;

d= lim ||u(0l|, t—»-oo

P(r) = lim ||u(r) - u(s)||, p*(r)  = lim ||u(r) + tz(^)||, S—>8 S—>8

Q(t) = : / p2(r)dr and b(t) = : / p* 호(丁)dr.
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PROPOSITION 3.8. If {u(t)} be any curve in H satisfying the prop
erty (*).  Then a(t) — 2(界一||p||2), where p is the weak limit
of (7(t).

Proof. By Corollary 3.7, there exists p E H such that —*■ p as
t —> oo. Hence we have

I L p2(r)dT = = L (風 Hu(丁) 一 n(s)||2)dr

=：/ ||t* (7-)||2^T + d2 - 2(丿耍>u(s), a(t))

------ > 2(c" - Em (u(s),p)) = 2(</2 - ||p||2).
t―>oo s—*-oo

Therefore, lim^oo a(i) = 2(d히 — ||p||2).

Now we study the strong convergence as / —> oo of the Cesaro mean 
a(i) of AONEC {«(<)} in H.

PROPOSITION 3.9. Let (u(<)} be an curve in H satisfying the prop
erty (*).  Then a(t) converges strongly as t —> oo to the asymptotic 
center of the curve {«(/)}.

Proof. We already know by Corollary 3.7 that a(t) i p as t t 
oo, where p is the asymptotic center of {u(t)}. Therefore to strong 
convergence it is enough to show that ||a(i)||2 —> ||p||2. Now we have

|g(t)||2 = ：§ / [ (u(r),u(s))dsdr

1 Jo JO

이y)||2 + ||“(s)||2_||a(r)-"(s)||2)dsdr

= "瞄이해-*〃 f^(r}dsdr — c(/),

where

c(t)= HZ (||u(r) — u(3)||2 — p%・))dsd質 > 0, for i > 0.
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Now let

d(t) =备 [+ ”(이 |2 一 P*\r}}dsdr  > 0, for t > 0.

Since p2(r) + p* 2(r) = 이|a(r)||2 + 2cP, for all r > 0, we have,

c(t) + d(t)
=/ /(2(im(「)lF + I也(s)『)-(P2(r) + p『(r)))dsdr

=|，")||*一 2/ ——> 0. 
t—>8

Therefore
0 < lim c(t) < lim (c(f) + d(t)) = 0.

— t—mo — t—+oo

Hence limt—*〉c(i) = 0. On the other hand, by Proposition 3.8,

2t2
(^{r^dsdr = £ / p2(r)dT

0 —>— II训2.

t—*-oo

and hence

竹(圳|2 = " Mr^dr — p\r)dSdr 一 c(t)

一展2 一 (/시|网2) = |网2.
t—+OO

Therefore, we have

11用)一끼|2 = ||用)||2一2(用序) + ||끼|2

IIpII2-2||p||2 + ||p|12=o.
t—+OO

This completes the proof.
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REMARK 3.12. (1) Our proof of Proposition 3.9 is of interest in view 
of use of almost odd nonexpansive curve. Compaq this with Theorem 
3.11 in [8].

(2) For the asymptotic properties of almost odd nonexpansive se
quences, see [9].

4. Asymptotic behavior of solutions in H

In this section we give a main result concerning the asymptotic 
behavior as i oo of the Cesaro mean of generalized solutions of (E), 
Following Aizicovici [1], we assume the following conditions:

(Cl) G satisfies (1.1), (2.1) and (2.2).
(C2) For every u, v G C([0, oo) : 2)(A)),

j (G(u)(r) — G(v)(t),u(t) — v(r))dr > 0, 0 < 5 < f < oo.

(C3) G(v) G Lx([0,oo) : H), for each constant function v(t)三 © C 
D(A).

(C4)f CE고([0,8):H).
(C5) x e 瓦IJ.

We begin with a simple lemma wliich will play a crucial role in our 
results. For proof, see [1, 12].

LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a maximal monotone operator on H. Assume 
that (Cl) hold. Let /, / € L/oc([0, oo) : H) and z, i G D(A). Let 
tt, u be the corresponding generalized solutions of (E). If(C2) satisfied, 
then

(4.1) ||u(i) - 讥에 < ||u(S) - 讯s)|| + [ 11/⑺ — f(r)\\dr

for 0 < 3 < t < oo.
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Corollary 4.2. Let A be a maximal monotone operator on H, 
and / G L|oc([0, oo) : H). Assume that (Cl), (C2), (C3) and (C5) 
hold. If u is a generalized solution of (E), then for any r, s, h > 0,

|j/(r + (r-3))-/(r)|pT.

Proof. It is enough to apply Lemma 4.1 with f(t) = f(t + (r — s)) 
and u(t) = u(t + (r — s)).

■ PROPOSITION 4.3. Let A be a maximal monotone operator on H. 
Assume that (Cl), (C2), (C3), (C4) and (C5) hold. If u is a generalized 
solution of(E) andif {u(t)} is bounded on [0, oo), then the curve {u(f)} 
is an ANEC in H,

Proof. By (C4), we have

3,晚。/ ILf(丁 + (r - s)) -巩石=0.

r>s 」덩

Thus the result follows from Corollary 4.2 and Remark 3.3 (b) by taking

([||f(T + (r-3))-/(T)||dr 
2，s) = { %

- / ||/(r + (s-r))-/(T)||JT

if r > s

if 5 > r.

Lemma 4.4 [1, 12]. Let A be a maximal monotone operator on 
H. Assume that (Cl), (C2), (C3), (C4) and (C5) hold. Let u be a 
generalized solution of (E). Then («(<)} is bounded on [0,oo) if and 
only if A-10 is nonempty. Further, we have A-1() C E(u(t)).

Now we give the strong convergence as t 
<T(i) of solution u(i) of (E).

—* oo of the Cesaro mean
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THEOREM 4.5. Let A be an odd maximal monotone operator on H 
and let (Cl), (C2), (C3)> (C4) and (C5) be satisfied. Assume further 
that G is an odd mapping, i.e., G(—u)(f) = —G(u)(t) for t > 0. Let 
u be a generalized solution of (E) and a(t) = u(r)dr. Then a(/) 
converges strongly as t oo to the asymptotic center of the curve 
{«(<)}•

Proof. First, we note that since A is an odd maximal monotone 
operator, we have 0 E so that {u(t)J is bounded on [0, oo) and 
limt->oo ||«(t)|| exists by Lemma 4.4. Hence (u(t)} is an ANEC by 
Proposition 4.3. Now, let us prove that {iz(t)} is an AONEC. To this 
end, first we show that for the strong solutions u and u of (E) with f 
and /, respectively,

(4.2) + 讥圳 < ||u(s) + 讥s)|| + / ||/(r) + /(r)||dr.

for 0 < 5 < t < oo. In fact, since A is odd and monotone, it follows 
that

o < (/(O - u'(t) - G(u)(t) + /(i) - u'(t) - G(疝)(t),u(t) + u(i))

=(f(t) + f(t), U(t) + u(t)) - (u'(t) + u(t) + u(t))

- (GW)(£) + G(幻(以讯t) +讥圳

< ||/(i) + 了(圳|||"(Z) + - 5니g(Z) + 讽세2
Z at

-(G(u)(t) + G(幻(t),u(t) +讽 t))

for i > 0. Integrating on(5,i], from the oddness of G and (C2), we 
have

|||u(t) + u(t)||2

(4-3) 1 .
< 削u(s)+ 机s)||2 + J ||y(r) + /(t)||||u(t) + u(r)||dr.

The inequality (4.2) follows from (4.3) and GronwalFs lemma (see [4. 
Lemma A.5]).
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By density, the inequality (4.2) also holds for the generalized solu
tions u and u of (E) with f and /, respectively. Then it follows with 
/(t) = J(t + (r — s)) and u(t) = u(t + (r — s)) that

||u(r + /i) + u(s + A)|| < ||u(r) + iz(5)|| + J ||/(T + (r-s)) + /(T)||dr.

So, we have

(4.4) ||u(r + /i) + u(s + £)|| < ||tz(r) + u(5)|| + q(r,s), 

where
f [ ||y(T+(r-s)) + y(T)||dr it r>s 

€(，s) =〈 %

H/(7- + (s-r)) + /(T)||(/T i£ s>r.

Since it also follows from (C4) that
广8

※끄‘。/ + (r - 司) + /(r)Hdr = 0,

we have lima)r_+oo €i(r, s). Thus, from (4.4) we conclude that for any 
r, s, h> 0,

|)u(r + h) + u(s + &)||2 < ||u(r) + u(s)||2 + e(r,6),

where e(r, s) = (2||u(r) + z《s)|| + q(r, s))q(r, s),

lim e(r,5)< lim (2M + «i(r, s))ex(r, s) = 0,
r,s—>oo r,s—+oo

and M = sup噸(侦对 (圳"That is, (u(t)} is an AONEC in H. There- 
fb호e the result follows from Proposition 3.9.

REMARK 4.6. (1) The case in which G 三 0 was previously consid
ered by Djafari Rouhani [8].

(2) As in [2, 6, 11, 14, 15], our results can be used to study the as
ymptotic behavior of solutions of the related nonlinear Vblterra equa
tion: t

u(t) + I b(t — s)4u(s)ds 9 g(t), i > 0
Jo

u(0) = x = g(0).
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